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Haddon Hall:

The Gatehouses, Domestic Planning, Double Courtyards and
the Studiolo

Haddon Hall, Derbyshire (cropped). View from the north-west. Etching and engraving after artist Thomas
Smith of Derby. 1744. Engraver Francis Vivares. British Museum Accession  No. 1877,0609.1939.
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Haddon Hall

 Haddon Hall - The NE Eagle Gatehouse

Fig. 1. Haddon Hall. The gritty Eagle Gatehouse Tower in the NE corner of the Upper Court. View from the
NE.  John Chessell Buckler, c. 1850, (cropped). © The British Library Board, MS 37120.
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Haddon Hall

For well over 100 years many well-established writers, architects, artists and architectural historians
have surveyed and examined Haddon Hall. All are generally agreed that it is the most perfect English
house to survive from the Middle Ages. As Simon Jenkins noted, ‘to wander up the slope to the worn
steps and enter the ancient courtyard is as agreeable an experience that England can offer. Anthony
Emery noted: ‘Spectacularly remote and impeccably maintained by [Lord Edward Manners], Haddon
Hall is the ‘beau ideal’ of the English medieval house.
There is virtually no documentation for any of the Hall’s early phases (12th to 16th century) of
construction; all the more frustrating when so much primary work survives. Most writers have relied on
analogy, affinities and comparanda, and one often notes discrepancies between writers’ attributions
of the different phases until the close of the Elizabethan period. This paper concentrates on two
important structural elements: The Northeast gatehouse, now known as the Eagle tower, one of the
earliest buildings that remain in the complex - part of the Upper Court, and the later Northwest
gatehouse, leading into the Lower Court. (figs. 1, 23). In addition we reflect upon the social changes
within aristocratic society and the ‘household’ and how these were reflected in its planning and
architecture. Cutting edge innovation is evident to the researcher but not necessarily to the casual visitor

The Hall’s earliest stonework
The earliest structural components on the site
at Haddon are, possibly, some parts of the thick
curtain wall, especially on the east side, and
some parts of the chapel, formerly the parish
church of Nether Haddon, which dates back to
the thirteenth century (see plan, fig. 3). Hardly
anything recognisable remains from this period
and the chapel has seen a great many
interventions since, most of which occurred in
the fifteenth century.¹ The north-east Eagle (or
originally known as Peveril’s) gate-tower was
also thought to contain some Norman work, but
it is not readily apparent to the writer
(frontispiece and fig.1). Yet the grey and gritty
Eagle tower is probably one of the most puzzling
structures at Haddon, enigmatic in its form and
date (Emery, 2006, 386).²

The Eagle (gatehouse) Tower
It needs to be mentioned at the outset that the
principal entrance into Haddon Hall was always
from the north-east, approached down the hill
from an old sunk way from the prehistoric road
connecting Rowsley and Bakewell along the
ridge of the hills - long before the the valley
road, following the River Wye,  (and now the
A6) existed. Therefore, the Eagle tower was
once the main entrance, and today remains the

only entrance that can take wheeled or mounted
traffic. The Upper Court remains, in part, the
private accommodation of the Manners family,
and the north wing is not part of the visitor route
through the Hall complex. The Eagle tower, not
open to viewers, can be seen from the garden
and the area known as Dorothy Vernon’s Walk.
The Eagle Tower stands at the junction of two
ranges in the Upper Court, forming the north-
east angle of the courtyard, and runs in-line with
the east wing (figs. 1-12).

Description - External Features

A segmental or wagon-vaulted gate-passage
with flanking chambers supports three rooms
on each of the two floors above ground level.
The flanking towers rise in a similar way, and
communicate with each other internally. The
central tower rises one storey higher, which is
set back very slightly from the front. The set-
back once facilitated a corbelled-out crenellated
parapet to run right across the gatehouse block
without interruption. A stair turret in the north-
west angle rises clockwise through all the floors
and the watchtower continues for another 15ft
(4.6m). Some nominal defensive elements are
apparent. They include barred sturdy two-leaved
doors; the central machicolated gallery; only the

Haddon Hall  –  The Gatehouses
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Fig. 2. Haddon Hall - View from the south. The two gatehouse towers book-end the northern wings. Left - the
NW Entrance tower, and Right: the NE Eagle tower, are both distinguished by their angular stair turrets. The
south facade: nearest: Left to right: the Chapel, the Earl’s Apartments; the South Great Chamber and the
Elizabethan Long Gallery. With the exception of the Great Hall and one other small chamber, the complex is
noticeable for its lack of gables and for its silver-grey leaded roofs.
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Fig. 3. Haddon Hall floor-plan. An interesting colour-coded plan from the current 2019 Haddon guidebook,
p. 9. This plan is possibly produced from that originally published by Samuel Rayner, 1836, and partly from
Turner and Parker, 1851. A new colour-coded plan derived from these two sources was used by Prof. Robert
Willis when he lectured before the Architectural Congress in Cambridge in 1860. (Robert Willis’s monumental
architectural history of Cambridge University was first published in 1886 - ‘The Architectural History of the
University of Cambridge and of the Colleges of Cambridge and Eton’). Willis was drawing attention to the
close relationship that he felt there was between the plan of Haddon (Upper Court) and the plan of Queen’s
College, Cambridge.
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large corbels remain, though these are probably
accurate replacements - fig. 5. There appears to
have been a portcullis arrangement, but today the
side slots terminate about 8ft (2.4 m) from the
ground without any grooves. It seems more like
slot machicolation to protect the wooden doors
than a portcullis. The slot is deeply recessed behind
the substantial four-centred gate-arch. The gate-
passage widens slightly as it progresses inwards.
Almost uniquely, the gate-passage runs downhill
from the entrance (figs. 5, 6). Without exception
castle entrances / gatehouses were designed delib-
erately on a gradual rise or incline, adding to the
psychological and defensive value of fighting uphill
into a tightly funnelled limited space. The continuous
downhill slope of the two courtyards at Haddon is a
consequence of what is a steep hill descending to
the valley floor. The whole Hall complex is built on
a series of only semi-levelled terraces.
The two ground-floor chambers either side are
low-roofed with segmental-vaults. The north
lodge was evidently for the porter, equipped with
a garderobe on the north wall, fireplace and a
small cross-loop near the entrance, acting more
like a letter-box for the reception of parcels and
documents rather than a military-style arrow loop
(fig. 4). The chamber has one narrow metal-
barred light facing the field (fig. 5). The second
ground-floor chamber opposite, to the south
(left), windowless toward the field, lacked any of
these facilities, and may have been a storeroom.
Viewed from the exterior - from the east - the
central tower, one storey higher than those that
flank it, looks a little pinched, as if it has been
shoe-horned into a narrowed space (fig. 5). But this
is not the case visually from the rear, courtyard
side, where it looks harmonious (fig. 7). Both
Emery, (2000, 386) and Faulkner, (1961 190) con-
sidered that, architecturally, the building fitted a
late-fourteenth-century date range. Others regard
it as later, c. 1420, at the beginning of the majority
of Sir Richard Vernon VI (1400-1451).
The facade of the whole gatehouse block does not
advance beyond the line of the complete east
range, as would have been normal in a castle

Haddon Hall

Fig. 4. The Eagle Tower. Cruciform loop in the
substantial north jamb of the entrance arch.

environment of this period, yet does have the
trappings of protection favoured toward the end
of the medieval era. Whilst the windows from the
exterior are small and have a degree of symmetry,
they belie the uneven internal floor levels of the
two upper storeys (about which see below). The
different floor levels each side of the gate passage
have more to do with the height and thickness of
the vaulted passage itself, causing a central hump,
demanding that stairs up/down need to be
negotiated on either side of the passage. The
central upper tower appears to have had no
original window to the field, yet had windows on
its south and west sides (figs. 5, 7, 12).

Description - Internal Features
Above the utilitarian ground-floor spaces, the
gatehouse offered two further floors of
comfortable residential accommodation. Built
before the more sumptuous accommodation
suites in the NW Entrance Tower, the Eagle
Tower would have offered the flexibility of two
roomy residential suites or even five/ six single-
cell chambers for visiting guests with their
officials and servants. The innovative spatial
flow of the first-floor chambers is described in
the captions to figs. 10-12. First-floor chamber
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Fig. 5. The tripartite form of the Eagle Tower from the east. The large central machicolated corbels remain,
but the parapet or gallery is lost. The mainly two-light rectangular square-headed windows have hollow
chamfered jambs. The side doors on the right lead into the north, Porter’s Lodge, and beyond up a few steps
leads to the spiral staircase (see also fig. 6). The crenellations, or battlements either side of the gate-passage
are decorative (and restored). The upper courtyard is beyond.

Note: The window surrounds may have been replaced in the sixteenth or seventeenth century, and possibly
converted from much plainer square lights (like, e.g. the original lights at Bolton Castle, and the rear face of Caldicot’s
Woodstock Tower, 1385).
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Fig. 6. The Eagle tower.  Detail of the rugged gate-passage entrance, gate-arch, cross-loop and side doors
(with ogee-arched heads) into the north Porter’s Lodge and, behind, to the spiral, or newel staircase turret.
The south chamber (fig. 7) has a similar ogee-arched door (hidden by ivy).

Haddon Hall
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Fig. 7. The courtyard side of the Eagle tower, with stair turret and south chamber block - the north block is
hidden by the bakehouse along the north wing. The corner gate-passage is deliberately angled in, so that on
arrival a visitor has direct sight of the Great Hall and its entrance, a regular feature in courtyard castles and
manor houses, cf. Wingfield Manor, Dartington Hall, Lumley, and many of the contemporary Oxbridge
colleges. The ashlar dressed side-doors with nipped ogee-arched heads usually suggest early-to-mid-
fourteenth-century work but can be found as late as c. 1440-56 at Wingfield Manor, just 15 miles away.
(Emery, Arch. Journal 142 (1985) 224). For ogee-headed lintels note also the Haddon Hall chapel entrance.
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Fig. 8. Haddon Hall.  The NE Eagle Tower from the Upper Court,  Buckler, (probably John Chessell) Watercolour,
1850. © The British Library Board. Shelfmark: Additional MS 37120. Drawn when the Hall had been empty
for about 100 years.

[x1] Fig. 10, today remains in use as a kitchen,
and the blocked garderobe remains in existence
in the NW corner of the north wall. The stud
walls that partitioned off rooms [x1] and [y1]
from the corridor remain but it is uncertain
whether borrowed light from the windows in
the west wall filtered through into these rooms.
In room [y1], there is a covered slot by the east
window that may have been the machicolation
slot or the slot for a portcullis.

On the second floor the room layout is similar
to the first floor (fig. 10 inset). Rooms [x2],  [y2]
and [z2] remain useable. The first two utilise the
garderobe in the NW corner and have their own
fireplaces. [Z2], approached from stairs below
(see diagram fig. 12)  is unusually capped by an
inserted gable, allowing further light in through
the high gable-end windows, The interesting
features about this whole arrangement is the
way that transverse corridors allow for the
privacy of each lodging, which are more or less
independent. This is similar, but less
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sophisticated, to the arrangement at the
gatehouse at Lancaster castle c. 1403-1412,
planned by John of Gaunt and built by his son
Henry IV in the latest Perpendicular style (fig. 13).
The three-room tripartite plan of lofty central and
side chambers repeated on two floors both having
a more private courtyard-facing outer-passage
approach, satisfied the need for additional high-
status accommodation and private lodging blocks.

Sources for the external gatehouse form

The construction of the Eagle Tower came at a
time when some of the leading architects of the
fourteenth century were still active, including the
influential William Wykeham, and the King’s
Works mason-architects William Wynford and
Henry Yevele, still at the height of their powers in
the late 1390s. Wykeham (1324-1404) became
well-known for his architectural projects and inno-
vative planning, and it could be that some of
Haddon’s planning was influenced by the work of
Wykeham and others in the design of the quadran-
gular colleges at Oxford, such as New college.
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Full floor plans of the east late 14th  century range -  ground and first floors at Haddon are from Lysons, D.
and S., 1817, ‘Magna Britannia’ Vol. 5 Derbyshire, pp. ccxxxvii-viii. Inset: Second-floor plan from Faulkner, 1961.

Fig. 9. Left: Plan of the ground floor of the Upper Court east wing, with the Eagle Tower gate-passage marked
as ‘B’, with the porter’s lodge on the NE corner (P) and the store room to the south (S). Readers will note that
the porter’s lodge is partitioned off with a stud wall indicating the non-exclusive garderobe was accessible to
those, for example, in the bakehouse, to the west through an internal door, and to others.

Fig. 10. Right: The Upper Court east wing at first-floor level. The three rooms (x1/y1/z1) are each equipped
with large original fireplaces and two (x1+y1)are partitioned off with stud walls, allowing independent private
access to each chamber along a corridor on the west side. y1 is over the gate-passage and the stairs rise and
fall either side.

In rooms z1 (first floor) and z2 (the second floor) there were (originally) arches through the east wall to the
outside that led to wall-mounted timber box latrines; z1 and z2 were rooms of some quite high status. Chamber
z1 was therefore, self-contained and may have been a bed-chamber. Room z2, below the gabled roof is
illustrated on fig 11. Chamber room E is labelled (State?) Bedchamber by Lysons. The door between z1 and E
may be a later break-through when E and its ante-chamber off the Long Gallery became State Rooms in the
sixteenth century. In which case these rooms (x1/y1/z1) may have been rooms for servants and officials,
ladies-in-waiting etc. The door between y1 and z1 was lockable on the ‘z1’ side, thus ensuring privacy and
security for anyone occupying E (The Orpheus Chamber).

Fig. 9 Fig. 10
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Figs. 11, 12. The Eagle Tower / gatehouse.
Schematic diagram and simplified section
to illustrate the relationships between the
room sequences on all floors and how they
interconnect. (© P. Burton).
[Y3] is the topmost room of the tower,
currently utilised with a very large cold
water header/loft tank. There is little light,
no fireplaces or garderobes. There is a small
circular light or roundel to the east
(illustrated). [Y2] was utilised as a film
developing dark room in the early 1900s.
The dotted lines on the first and second
floors indicate stud partitions, thus allowing
for a connecting corridor.

12

11
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Fig. 13. Lancaster Castle. The c. 1403-12 gatehouse from the interior courtyard. Newel stair-turret to the left.
Three floors to roof level. The top-storey windows give direct light to the three prestigious rooms that run
parallel and on axis with the gate-passage. Designed in a rather muscular Perpendicular style, the
straight-headed lights have fashionable supermullion drop tracery.

Of the spatial planning of the gatehouse chambers, W. Hamilton Thompson (1912 327-8) noted: ‘The interior
of this gatehouse, although the space is ample, is fully in keeping with its sombre exterior. Each of the two
upper floors contains three rooms, one in the central block of the gatehouse, the others in the towers at the
sides. These rooms are large and lofty, but they are gloomy and ill-lighted to the last degree. The apartments
on the second floor are entered from an outer passage which passes between them and the inner west wall
of the gatehouse’.

Whilst the Lancaster gatehouse is imposing - it is often called ‘the greatest of English gatehouses’ - with a
very martial face, its interiors belie its pseudo-military aesthetic. Haddon’s gritty Eagle tower cannot match
Lancaster’s finesse, but the important point is that the interior spatial planning is very similar, drawing on
the same principles, which, at the time were novel and innovative. Each room is private, equipped with
fireplaces, and benefits from light from both east and west. They are linked only by the service corridor (inset)
which at Lancaster (because of the lofty heights of each floor) avoids the inconvenience of the stairs that
negotiate the ‘hump’ over the vaulted gate-passage. Later gatehouses fell in line with this arrangement, e.g.
the Henry VIII gate at Windsor c. 1509.

Haddon Hall
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The significant external characteristics of the Eagle
Tower gatehouse are: (1) Its profile is flat-fronted,
modestly in-line with the wing  with which it is a
part. It does not advance forward. (2) The  central
tower grows out of the block and adds approxi-
mately one third extra height above the two-storey
wing height. (3) The central tower is square, with a
square newel stair-turret to its rear, projecting
slightly. (4) It was built not just to to protect the gate,
but also to service a range of accommodation
requirements to the latest standards of comfort,
privacy and hygiene. (5) It was included into a
quadrangular courtyard arrangement and the
entrance angled to focus on a view of the great hall.
(6). It deliberately avoids overt military credentials.

The mid fourteenth century onwards was the
age of the courtyard house, and many fortified
castles and manor houses were evolving into
this form or were built ex novo with this solidly
geometric plan.³ It was becoming closer to the
monastic cloister form which had evolved for
some 500 years. Castle and manor examples
include Dartington Hall, Devon; Bolton castle,
Yorkshire; Bodiam and Herstmonceux, Sussex;
Knole and Penshurst, Kent; Sudeley,  and
Thornbury, Gloucestershire. The trend became
very obvious by the late fourteenth century.
The motivating force was the requirement to
vastly and qualitatively increase both house-
hold and guest lodgings. Wykeham was build-
ing at the start of this process and was the
generous patron to a number of new founda-
tions, Windsor castle, 1360s; New College,
Oxford (by 1386); Winchester College (by
1394). (See Table 1.)

The design for New College was revolutionary.
Here was a fully-developed quadrangular plan, one
in which it is thought that Henry Yevele may have
had a hand, for he had built colleges in Kent and
Sussex with similar layouts. Here, also, was a
complete new repertory which was to be repeated
time and again in the coming centuries in both
Oxford and later at Cambridge: (though the hall
and chapel placed back-to-back in one range, as
at Windsor, was not adopted at Cambridge); the
T-shaped chapel (that is, the transverse ante-

Fig 14. Haddon, Eagle Tower. The wide west facing
corridor on the first floor that links x1, x2, X3. On the
left is the stud wall of x2.

Haddon Hall

chapel being used for disputations and meetings),
the cloister and bell-tower; the flat-fronted gate-
tower with the wardens lodgings over it  neatly
slotting into the wing. New College was the
earliest building in Oxford to be entirely faced in
stone, and was in the latest ‘Perpendicular’ style
which  dominated castle, church, college and
manor house architecture for the next 100 years.

So it is possible to argue that the Wykehamite /
Wynford /Yevele college style at the end of the
fourteenth century may have influenced the form
of the Eagle Tower gatehouse, and there are other
early fifteenth-century additions at Haddon that
may have been similarly influenced by collegiate
developments: the cellular lodging blocks along
the west wing of the Lower Court; the chapel bell
tower; even the west end of the Haddon chapel,
which Willis argued was a transeptal antechapel,
in the manner seen at All Souls, Magdalen and
Wadham colleges. Most of the work at the chapel
was instigated by Sir Richard Vernon VII (1390-
1452) in the fifteenth century and it may be that
he had a particular interest in the long-enduring
Wykehamite influence on college architecture,
even beyond his death. Certainly the chapel
window at the east end, with its splendid super-
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Fig. 15. Haddon Hall. The Eagle Gatehouse Tower in the NE corner of the Upper Court. View from the NE showing
the full line of the north wing.  J. C.  Buckler, c. 1850. The brewhouse with the gabled roof in the NW corner has
since been demolished. © The British Library Board, MS 37120.

mullioned drop tracery is pure Perpendicular.
These features came into fashion in about 1390. It
is possible that Sir Richard Vernon VII built the
Eagle Tower gatehouse in the 1420s, but architec-
turally the building  is far more likely to have been
Richard Vernon VI during the last quarter of the
fourteenth century.
We should bear in mind that Sir Richard Vernon
VII quickly acquired a substantial income and
could begin to build in a way that would far excel
the more modest fit-out seen inside the gate-
house. Whatever the case, the proposal here is
that the Wykehamite college gatehouse model
adopted in Oxford may be the template for the
Eagle Tower adapted to a more rugged, poten-
tially dangerous environment.

The NW Entrance Tower
Like the Eagle tower, there is no clear unanimity
as to the likely builder of the  north-west Entrance
Tower (fig. 23). The facade is richly decorated with
heraldry, and the elegant features and mouldings
could support a late fifteenth or early sixteenth
century date range.

Haddon Hall

Gotch (1909 48) suggests 1380-1477 for the West
Lodgings and 1477-1530 for the NW Tower and
the associated residential suite that runs along
the north wing. Hussey (1949, 1653)  wrote that
the NW entrance tower was built by Henry
Vernon (1441-1515) in c. 1500, and the range of
cellular lodgings along the west curtain are dated
to  1517+, housing various members of the house-
hold including the chaplain and the barmaster
(supervisor of the mining of lead on the estate).
The floor-plan from the current guidebook (fig.
3) labels the whole west range and NW tower to
c. 1520s. Faulkner (1961, 191) suggests late-fif-
teenth century on his plan (NW Tower and West
Lodgings), and Emery  (2006, 387) suggests that
the work should be assigned to  Sir Henry Vernon
(1467-1515) and places the work into the last
quarter of the century and beyond. His plan (383)
indicates ‘late fifteenth century’ (1470-1500).⁴
The consensus appears to suggest the work was
initiated by one man - Sir Henry Vernon (1441-
1515) - and all completed within a 30 years. But
John Goodall noted (2016, March 9, 72) that ‘the
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ABOVE: Fig. 16. New College, Oxford, built by 1386, with an off-centre three-storey gatehouse entrance.
Loggan, 1675.  With the exception of the niches for statues, this typical form of college gatehouse remained
a standard for many years..
BELOW: Figs. 17, 18  An enlarged view, facing New College Lane, and the photo captures the same three-storey
gatehouse from within the courtyard. Other asymmetrical colleges include: Balliol, Merton, Oriel and Queen’s.

Haddon Hall
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Fig. 22. Balliol College, c. 1450.  Loggan, 1675. Fig. 21. All Souls College, c. 1450. Loggan 1675.

Fig. 19 Winchester College, c. 1394. Loggan 1675 Fig. 20. Lincoln College, c. 1430. Loggan 1675

Figs. 19- 22. These four colleges, one at Winchester and three at Oxford, are some of the nearest in date to
the foundation of New College, Oxford, and show the gradual progression of the Wykehamite college-type
gatehouse style that became a de facto standard, certainly at Oxford and Winchester. Only the superficial
outward frontal facade decoration becomes more extravagant. The core features - rectangular; flat-fronted;
inline with the wing; asymmetrical placement of the gatehouse; four-centred arch entrance; vaulted
passageway; one or one and a half storeys higher than the two-storey wing gable. Stair turret to the rear
(usually); later crenellated parapet; shallow leaded roof; accommodation for staff.

The entrance elevation
and wing  have since
been rebuilt.
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 Haddon Hall - The NW Gatehouse - Lower Ward

Fig. 23. The north-west Entrance Tower, from the north. Four storeys, 55ft (15.5 m) high. The building stones
benefiting from warm late-afternoon side-light from the west.
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King of the Peak’, Sir Henry’s grandson, Sir
George Vernon (1508-1565), should be credited
with:‘the great entrance tower, as well as the
adjacent and superbly preserved range of house-
hold lodgings on the west side [c. 1520]. In
addition he reconstructed the southern frontage
of the house, creating a series of oriel windows.
One of these, overlooking the gardens, bears his
arms. Panelling, with his arms and initials, as well
as the device of Edward, Prince of Wales (born in
1537) also survives in the parlour’.

Description of the North-West Tower
The 50+ft (15.5m) entrance and lodging tower
has steps up to a moulded, shallow-pointed
entrance arch with hoodmould and studded oak
double-doors. To its west (right) there is a slit
window in the porter’s lodge and beyond that,
an ornate ashlar, stepped buttress with relief
carving to the upper part. Adjacent to this
buttress and attached to the west corner of the
tower is an embattled ashlar screen wall with a
four-centred arched doorcase with square
hoodmould, under a large coat of arms of the
‘King of the Peak’, (George Vernon 1508-1565).
This has to either side a carved frieze of the
Vernons’ family shields (figs. 23-25).
Above the gate-tower’s main oak double- doors
is a display of heraldry; first, a blank plaque with
a square-headed hoodmould and a three-light
cavetto moulded mullion window with pointed
lights and incised spandrels, set in an ovolo
moulded recess with hoodmould. Above again
is a similar plaque, but decorated with what
have been described as upturned acorns, and a
similar three-light window. On the fourth floor,
again there is a similar blank plaque, with
hoodmould,  and window over, with a large coat
of arms immediately above, breaking through
the moulded string-course, with its rainwater
gargoyles, on to the parapets.
The coats of arms emphasise that this gate-tower
had permanently replaced the Eagle Tower as the
principal entrance to the Hall. The highest and
only identifiable coat of arms, that breaking
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through the parapet, is that of Sir George Vernon
(1508-1565), but this does not necessarily date
the whole structure any more than those of Sir
Richard Vernon IV and his wife identify the
construction of the hall porch. The slightly
awkward positioning of the uppermost plaque
lends the impression that it has been inserted at
a later date following the completion of the
tower, which was probably by Sir Henry Vernon
(1467-1515), and which may have been
completed by or before 1500.

The Entrance Passage (figs. 26-28)
The new north-west entrance must have been
envisaged from at least the middle of the
fifteenth century, when the prestigious hall
porch was built (Perhaps by Sir William Vernon
c. 1460s). The broad archway opens into an
angled, unvaulted passageway, with no portcullis
protection. Gentle steps rise through the gate-hall.
The rise and steps before, through and after the
gate-passage precludes any vehicular or mounted
access into the Lower Court. It was not a defensive

Fig. 24. The crenellated screen wall at the base of the
Gate-tower to its west. Decorated with Vernon
shields and the Arms of the ‘King of the Peak’
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Fig. 25. Haddon Hall. The Entrance Gatehouse Tower in the NW corner of the Lower Court. View from the
NW.  John Chessell Buckler, c. 1850, (cropped). © The British Library Board, MS 37120.
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entry. On the right is the door into the porter’s
lodge, followed by the unadorned door into the
high-status lodging tower (figs. 26-28).

The tower’s west facade
The west side of the NW tower has a  polygonal
stair-case turret to its southwest corner, corbelled
out at first-floor level, allowing for a generous
diameter for the clockwise spiral stair risers. In
addition to the west-facing straight slit lights, the
decorative small cruciform lights, not arrow loops,
pierce the stair turret on the narrow flanking north
face, seen in shadow (figs. 23, 25, 29).
Beginning of Renaissance tastes
Haddon Hall exemplifies the archetypal double-
courtyard house, centrally divided by a range that
includes a hall, with parlour and Great Chamber
at one end and kitchen and services (with another
solar chamber block above).⁵ The courtyard
house is essentially an inward looking house, with

the finest oriels, bays and window tracery looking
over the court(s) and gardens. Externally,
windows were rarely at ground level and their
openings were narrow, as  we see at Haddon. The
end of the fifteenth century saw a glimpse of a
socially and fashion-driven change, from inward
looking to outward facing, evidenced at Haddon,
gradually. At Oxburgh Hall, Norfolk (1480s), the
facades each side of the exceptionally tall gate-
house, have windows at ground-floor level. The
rooms over the entrance passage also begin to
display elaborate external oriel windows, and
chivalric symbols. They can also be seen at Herst-
monceux, Oxburgh, and Knole. At Thornbury, by
1520 (fig. 40),  a facade facing out from the inner
courtyard is freely dressed with windows on the
ground floor. The great country house is gradually
becoming more expansive, and Thornbury
amongst others marks a real step forward in this
transitional stage. Haddon had to wait a little

Figs. 26, 27. Samuel Rayner, (1836), views of the NW entrance passage. (26) from the north exterior into the
Hall, and (27) looking back from the Lower Courtyard. There is no portcullis or inner closing passage gate,
and no vault. The entrance into the tower stair is the door on the far left.
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Fig. 28. Haddon Hall. The north-west corner of the Lower Court. Entrance passage centre, north lodging suites
to the right; west household cellular lodgings along the left.  All probably by c. 1500.

Haddon Hall
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longer, as without the security of any moat,
some added protections were necessary.
However, by 1500, the period marks the
beginning of an aesthetic where the internal
spatial organisation becomes less evident
from the outside. As Nicolas Cooper noted
(1999 56): ‘The considerations that deter-
mined the design of the house evolved from
hierarchical to architectural, from express-
ing an aesthetic of propriety (the proper
display of dignity and status and which
could be read from the outside) to one of
form. At this point - the early part of the
sixteenth century - it was the entire building
that announced the taste and standing of
the patron rather than any of its constituent
parts’. The NW Entrance Tower at Haddon
was one element in displaying artistic tastes
and Renaissance credentials. Evidence of
this spirit, rather than its form and fabric is
found in the third-floor room of the
Entrance Tower — the highest – the Renais-
sance-inspired studiolo, dedicated to read-
ing, studying and writing, amidst cultured
and inspiring surroundings.

The NW gateway
Planning and internal descriptions

Apart from the porter’s lodge on the ground
floor, the gatehouse block holds six lodgings -
two single ones one each floor and two double-
lodgings, with the more important suite marked
by its slightly larger size and enhanced doorway
mouldings. In describing the relationships and
quality of these residential chambers, following
a discussion of the Studiolo below, we will start
from the first  floor and work  up.

The Upper Room (third floor figs. 29,  32)
The Studiolo

The upper room of the NW gate-tower acted like
a private garret or closet. It is entered off the
principal spiral stair through a door that has
moulded jambs; it was a high-status private
chamber and treated with the greatest of
architectural care. It is a singleton, a detached

room not linked to any other. It is an airy room
with three double-light windows and a three-light
one, with built-in stone window seats directly
over the entrance gateway below surveying the
approach to the Hall.  The whole of the lodging
contains a wealth of authentic detail of the period
including fireplace and door openings, with
examples of doors, door furniture and window
shutters. It is a remarkable survival of great
importance (figs. 34, 45). The pristine chamber
has its original door, fireplace, shutters, low-
pitched roof and walls untouched since their
construction. It was an ideal room for the lord to
retire to in contemplative seclusion.
It can be seen as an English equivalent to the
early Italian Renaissance ideal of the studiolo.
The term was generally used in fifteenth- and
sixteenth-century Italy to describe a private
domestic room, especially that of a wealthy ruler

Fig. 29. The west front of the gate-tower, with corbelled out out
newel staircase. A few cruciform loops face to the north. The top
floor single room is the suggested studiolo.
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Fig. 30. The Haddon Hall plan by Lysons, 1817, at first-floor level (cropped, showing the NW corner of the
Lower Court). Whilst the west range (left) is shown at ground-floor level (rooms U, W, X), the Entrance tower
and associated chambers along the north range are shown at first-floor level (Chambers are lettered by the
writer), but outside the curtilage,  A= horse mounting step/area and T=Brewhouse (since demolished). U &
W are marked ‘Waiting Rooms’, and X= Stewards Room. (Plan is equivalent to the Faulkner plan fig. 2 - First
floor).  Inset - Faulkner’s plan.
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Fig. 31. The Haddon Hall plan by Lysons, (cropped to show the NW corner of the Lower Court only). Whilst
the west range (left) is shown at first-floor level (rooms M, L, K, I), the Entrance tower and associated chambers
along the north range are shown here at their second-floor level (Chambers are not lettered), but N= Bedroom.
(This plan is equivalent to the Faulkner plan fig. 3 (C) - Second  floor), which Faulkner identifies as Great
Chamber and Inner Chamber.
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or other distinguished magnate. It was not the
bedchamber, which usually had a semi-public
character, but a smaller, inner room or closet, to
which no-one but the owner had automatic
access. The origins may have first emerged in the
scholarly settings of paintings depicting Saints
Jerome or Augustine by van Eyck, Carpaccio or
Botticelli, but by the last quarter of the fifteenth
century recognisable studioli emerged in Italy as
the private intellectual passions of, for example,
Lionello d’Este, Federigo da Montefeltro or Isa-
bella d’Este.
Earlier studioli were used as studies or libraries.
Later examples were essentially private art gal-
leries and museums. The contents were custom-
arily the owner’s most precious possessions -
books, jewels, maps, objets d’art and other arte-
facts - which would be shown to favoured guests.
In the course of the fifteenth century a special
room in many houses and palaces came to be set
aside as a place of study and contemplation. To
have such a room in one’s home was to announce
oneself as an individual who laid claim to the
humanist learning and cultivation that distin-
guished the Renaissance. Here the patron could
spend precious hours, snatched from commerce,
war, or politicking, in literary pursuits. In a letter
to a friend, Machiavelli described the kind of
personal retreat the studiolo represented:

‘When evening comes, I return home and go
into my study. On the threshold I strip off
my muddy, sweaty workday clothes, and
put on the robes of court and palace, and in
this graver dress I enter the antique courts
of the ancients and am welcomed by them.

Then I make bold to speak to them and ask
the motives for their actions and they, in
their humanity, reply to me. And for the
space of four hours I forget the world,
remember no vexations, fear poverty no
more, tremble no more at death: I pass into
their world.’ Machiavelli, in Hale, ‘Literary
Works of Machiavelli’, 139, cited in
Thornton, 1998, Scholar in His Study, 32.

Fig. 32. The NW gate-tower - the top floor. A single
chamber with fireplace. Named here as the Studiolo.
Approx 25 x 22ft. With easy access to the roof leads.

Faulkner’s ‘Plan D’

For another example of a English early
Renaissance man’s cultural enclave one can
note the example of Henry Percy who had
similar aspirations. Wressle castle was
completed by 1403, but we are looking at a later
period of time during the life of the owner,
Henry Algernon Percy, the fifth earl of
Northumberland (1477-1527).
On the third floor of Wressle’s Chapel tower -
the room at the top of the tower - was the Lord’s
‘Paradise’ or Library. This was one of the most
exclusive rooms in the castle - a room of the very
highest status. It was painted green and white
and contained, in the middle of the room, an
ornate octagonal closet which housed books
and a reading desk. From here, access could also
be gained to a roof-top walk around the
battlements and also a viewing point located on
top of the stair turret. Detailed descriptions of
individual rooms and their functions at the start

  The studiolo
third floor

Roof leads
N
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of the sixteenth century can be found in the 5th
earl’s Northumberland Household Book, 1512.
(For a cut-away illustration of the Chapel Tower,
showing each level, including a drawing of the
‘Paradise’ see Brears, 2011, Illustration 9, p. 82).

Edward Stafford, the  Duke of Buckingham, when
building Thornbury  (Gloucestershire), completed
c. 1510, included a studiolo type chamber,
adjacent to or within his Privy Chamber. Following
his death at the hands of Henry VIII in 1521, in
1528 the Surveyor’s report describes a small
‘Jewell Chamber’ in the top half of the Duke’s
private tower in the south wing, which probably
equates to a small studiolo, near his bedchamber.

It indicates that at the turn of the century, circa
1500, in England, lords and magnates were begin-
ning to compete with each other to establish their
cultural credentials as evidence of their statesman-
ship  and  erudition, following in the footsteps of
the great Italian Quattrocento princes such as Piero
and Cosimo de’ Medici (Florence), Federigo da
Montefeltro (Gubbio, 1478, and Urbino),  Lionello
and Isabella d’Este (Mantua) and many others who
lavished money on their ducal palazzi. Sir Henry
Vernon surely felt that he was mixing in that urbane
cultural milieu, and Haddon may have been one of
the very earliest in the country.

The NW tower and Stacked Lodgings
Before a discussion of the first and second floors
of the NW tower block with their associated
lateral, linked chambers on the north side of the
tower, some background on the development of
stacked residential lodging chambers might be
helpful in the context of both the Eagle Tower
and the NW lodging tower. It has been
mentioned that William Wykeham included
extensive two-storey lodging ranges at Windsor.
For those magnates with lesser space,  three, four
or five storey towered lodgings were equally
suitable.⁶
Warwick castle developed two impressive,  tall,
lodging towers in the 1350s to 1390s, outwardly
in a military style. These are named Guy’s Tower
and Caesar’s Tower, both along the east entrance
front. Caesar’s Tower has five principal storeys -
a dungeon, three stacked vaulted residential
chambers and an upper guard chamber (with
store room beneath). Guy’s Tower has four
stacked sets of residential chambers to Caesar’s
three. The rooms are all rectangular within a
polygonal shell. The main chamber has a  twin
quadripartite vault. This central chamber has
further vaulted chambers on either side  contain-

ing wall cupboards and lit by
narrow loops - a bedroom on
one side and a garderobe on
the other (fig. 36). These are
elite, comfortable chambers,
and even today, Warwick
castle let these rooms as
‘Warwick Castle Tower Suites’
(fig. 37). A single spiral stair-
case serves each floor. The
vaults of both towers are sim-
ilar, with ribs dying into the
walls, all suggesting a close-
ness of date.⁷ Other elite four-
teenth-century examples of
stacked lodgings include
Sheriff Hutton, Yorks. (1388-
1402), built by John Neville,

Fig. 33. Studiolo from the Ducal Palace in Gubbio, c. 1478–82. Designed by
Federigo da Montefeltro, executed in the workshop of Giuliano da Maiano.
Dismantled and re-Installed at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Haddon Hall
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Fig. 34. Haddon, the ‘studiolo’, c. 1490-1500. Various original architectural features of the room.

Haddon Hall
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lord of Raby, Raby castle itself (1367-1390); and
Old Wardour, Wilts. At Caldicot castle, Mon-
mouthshire - the Woodstock Tower,  - built in
1385-7 by Thomas Woodstock, 1st Duke of
Gloucester (1355-1397) (figs. 38, 39); this was built
as a polygonal curtain tower, again ostensibly in a
military style, but in reality it included three floors
of quality single-cell accommodation over a base-
ment postern gate-passage. The 50ft+ tower was
intended to provide ‘self-contained’ suites for the
members of the Duke’s entourage. Each of the
three floors has a chamber with a fireplace, a
single window, and a garderobe in a small side-
chamber. Whilst there is a transverse corridor
behind the room on each floor on the bailey side,
it acts more as a lobby than a means of communi-
cating with any other chambers. For this they
would need to use the spiral stair. Light into the
passages does not pass though into the chambers
(unlike Lancaster). The corridor at first-floor level
only gives access to the wall-walks but the idea
and concept is there. Fifteenth-century examples
of such lodging towers are found at Raglan (c.

1440s), Caister (100ft high, c. 1440s), and at South
Wingfield (72 ft high, by 1450), and Nottingham
(1463-78)  for Edward IV, (demolished).⁸
Thornbury’s Inner Court south range, one of the
finest pieces of sixteenth-century architecture in
England ever conceived, is referred to as the

Fig. 35. Guy’s tower, Warwick, c. 1360-90, from the
outer court.

Haddon Hall

Fig. 36. One of the three similar residential floor plans
in Caesar’s tower (this one is the first floor). The
bedroom is on the right and dressing-room /
garderobe on the left. Courtesy of Country Life, Dec.
1982. The two lights, on axis, are all ogee headed to
the interior. Plans originally drawn up by the John
Osborne Partnership.

Fig. 37. One of the fitted out suites in Caesar's Tower,
designed and decorated to complement the impressive
medieval architecture. The vaulting, listed fittings, and
components remain in place. The bedchambers cannot
accommodate today’s king-sized beds, so are placed in
the principal chamber.
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‘New Building’. It was roofed by 1514, and almost
completed by 1521. It contained the stacked
parallel apartments of the duke and duchess,
with Buckingham’s more sumptuous suite on the
first floor and his wife’s on the ground floor, a
difference not to be explained by his wife’s
apparent moodiness or by any marital estrange-
ment, but by a proper observation of degree
(British Library. Cotton ms Titus B. I. 171).
This arrangement has been termed ‘stacked
lodgings’ (Thurley 1993 52-53), a short-lived
phenomenon of about thirty years that
originated in France, but went out of favour with
Henry VIII in the 1530s. At Blois, Francis I had built
stacked lodgings in 1515, the King lodging above
the Queen’s suite. This was followed by
Chambord by 1519. In fact, the French Crown’s
buildings had had stacked lodgings since the early
Middle Ages, but in England it was a fashion that
seems to have been started by Henry VII at
Richmond, c. 1497. For an explanation of the

Fig. 38. Caldicot Castle. The  four-storey Woodstock
Tower (including the basement),  from the south,  inner
courtyard, built in 1385-7 for the Duke of Gloucester.
The rooms are not vaulted, except the basement.

short-term custom of vertical, stacked, ducal
lodgings one has to look at the conventions then
established at Henry VII’s royal court.
Thornbury was one of a group of aristocratic
houses built between 1500 and 1530 in which
the lodgings, or suites, were organised vertically
rather than horizontally. The builders were all
men of Henry VII’s generation, and not of his son
Henry VIII. Bridewell (1510) was one of the
earliest and Hampton Court was the most
important of this type. Here, between 1515 and
1526, Cardinal Wolsey built a three-storey
lodging range with a processional stair and
attached donjon. The King’s lodging was situated
above the Queen’s and had vastly taller
windows than the first-floor lodgings below.
Other houses of similar type include New Hall
(or Beaulieu) in Essex, built for Sir Thomas
Boleyn but acquired by Henry VIII in 1516, and
that of the Duke of Norfolk, whose house at
Kennington adopted a similar arrangement with

Fig. 39. Caldicot Castle. Cutaway view of the elegant
three-storey accommodation Woodstock Tower,
from the SW. Three independent suites approached
by a lobby on each floor.  © Neil Ludlow.
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the ducal rooms on the second floor above
those of the duchess (Thurley, 1993 41-43). Sir
Thomas Lovell’s house, Elsynge Hall, Enfield, may
also have been in this group. With the exception
of Hampton Court and Thornbury all these build-
ings are now lost. The immediate model in
England for this arrangement was probably Rich-
mond Palace, c. 1497 which the Duke of Bucking-
ham and his contemporaries regarded as the
leading royal residence.
In regard to planning, the typical households of
feudal aristocrats before the fifteenth century
generally contained only two domestic apart-
ments centred on the hall  [for dining] and the
[withdrawing] chamber. The latter was more
prestigious because it was concerned with an
aristocrat’s his own living space, his lodging, and
it was staffed by men of higher rank. In the mid
1490’s Henry VII had added a third apartment,
the Privy Chamber, (Henry VII’s Tower, Windsor)

which, as its name suggests was concerned with
the king’s own life conducted beyond the outer
chambers of his lodgings. For precedent one
could go back to Edward IV’s apartments at
Nottingham castle. (1463-78) (See Smythson’s
plan of 1617 showing Edward IV’s apartment
range and tower in the middle yard at Notting-
ham castle, c. 1476-1480), and Edward III at
Windsor (1355-70). (Guy 2006, 205-224).

Haddon NW Tower - first and second floors
The above comments - a rather lengthy
preamble, brings us to some possibilities as to
why these two suites at Haddon in the Lower
Court, North range, were designed in the way
they were, and  below is a description of how
they may have functioned and communicated,
emulating or even a contemporary model to
that arrangement at Richmond.

Fig. 40. Thornbury, the south front. The Duke’s three-chamber suite on the first floor and the Duchess’ three
chamber suite on the ground floor, overlooking the garden.

Haddon Hall
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Second Floor (fig. 42 Lysons’s plan):
The second floor suite - Chambers A2 + B2 is
reached direct by the generous octagonal spiral
stair turret (which continues upwards to the ‘stu-
diolo’). To its south is an anteroom, equipped with
a corner fireplace, perhaps a (bed)chamber for the
owner or guest’s attendant or servant (marked N)
or a waiting room before entering the
owner’s/guest’s Great Chamber. The nomencla-
tures ‘Great Chamber’ - A2 and ‘Inner Chamber’
B2 are labels nominated by Patrick Faulkner in his
survey, (1961 196)  and are not referenced as such
by any primary documents.
Eastwards from the Great Chamber, and now
part of the north range is the ‘Inner Chamber’ B2,
with fireplace and a blocked entrance to a former
corbelled out box garderobe, in the NE angle of
the room. Removal of the brewhouse and
modern re-facing of the north wall has removed
the evidence of their function. From the Inner
Chamber a contemporary straight stone stair, lit
by a small loop in the south wall leads to a lobby
below. The lobby is also accessible from the
ground floor suite of the north range. This form
of more private secondary access to the inner
chamber of a principal lodging would appear to
be a feature of fifteenth century planning.

First floor (fig. 41 Lyson’s plan):
At first-floor level a lobby gives onto an ante-room
or store room to the south.  It is without a fireplace
and is lit by a two-light window onto the court. If,
as is probable, the apartment was that of the
steward or bailiff this room may have acted as a
waiting room or office for the transaction of estate
business (Faulkner 1961). The door to the north,
marked on the plan, was, according to Faulkner,
cut through later, perhaps in the seventeenth
century when the room beyond acquired its
present panelling. This suggestion requires inves-
tigating further as it was not obvious on a previous
visit. Faulkner does not label A1 and B1 as Great
Chamber and Inner Chamber, but the present
panelling of both these two-chamber suites does
suggest equal status and quality. There is a central
door into room C1 from B1, via an intervening
timber stud wall corridor, and room C1 may have
been a lodging for staff or ladies-in-waiting if the
the occupant of suite A1-B1 was a lady of signifi-
cant status. C1 has a fireplace and a blocked
garderobe  in the north wall. A spiral stair from the
ground-floor (the centre door of three in the north
wing (to the right of the current museum
entrance) gives access to a further two-cham-
bered lodging on the first floor C1/C2.

Fig. 41. First floor of the NE Entrance Tower and integrated two-room suite A1-B1. Plan from Lysons. (This
plan is equivalent to the Faulkner plan fig. 2. (Plan B - First floor). The straight stair rises up directly into Suite
A2-B2 on the second floor.
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Fig. 42. Second floor of the NE Entrance Tower and the integrated suite A2-B2 along the north range. Plan
from Lysons.  (This plan is equivalent to the Faulkner plan fig. 3, Plan C - Second  floor), which Faulkner
identifies A2 as ‘Great Chamber’ and B2 as ‘Inner Chamber’.
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Talbot, daughter of the earl of Shrewsbury in
1466 so the Talbot Lancastrian links and the fact
that the earl of Shrewsbury joined with Henry
Tudor prior to the Battle of Bosworth may go
rather a long way to explaining how Sir Henry
Vernon survived the change from white rose to
red. He became Governor and Treasurer to Prince
Arthur (1486-1502) and was also made a Knight
of the Bath. He was in attendance when Arthur
formally married Katherine of Aragon in 1501.
Local legend states that Arthur stayed regularly
at Vernon’s  home, Haddon Hall.
A letter from Henry VII dated 1485 describes Henry
Vernon as ‘trusty and well beloved’. It identifies
the trust that Henry placed in Vernon in the care
of his eldest son. Note the later letter  from Henry
VII to Sir Henry Vernon in 1492:
1492, Aug 31. Windsor. Trusti and welbeloved we
grete you wele. And inasmoche as we have
appointed you to be Comptroller of household
with our derrest son the Prince and that we
depart in all hast on our voyage over the see, we
therefor desire and praye you that ye will give
your personell attendaunce upon our said derrest
son for the tyme we shal be out of this our realme,
and that ye faile not hereof as we truste you’ -
August viii of our reyne. Sign Manual.

Parallel suites/stacked lodgings
There appears to be no reason why these two
parallel suites could not have been  designed and
configured in the same way that Richmond, Thorn-
bury and another magnate’s houses had been
designed to accommodate the fashionable notion
of vertical (but parallel) stacked chambers. The
first-floor suite could equally have been labelled
as ‘Great Chamber’ / ‘Inner Chamber’ when enter-
taining visiting dignitaries; the second floor for the
king /duke /earl /knight and first floor for the
Queen /Duchess /Countess /Lady as was the
formal etiquette at that time. The two sets of
chamber suites could be reached via a semi-pri-
vate internal stair and it appears at one time that
both lord and lady may have entered into the
suites via the one suitably decorated principal
door,via the octagonal turret at second-floor level,
with the moulded surrounds that signalled a
prestigious entrance. Equally, the stone staircase
that links the two suites would also have been used
as a service stair to attend to the needs of the
occupants of either suite, by attendants housed in
chamber C1, having access to the kitchens nearby.

Sir Henry Vernon and Prince Arthur
Sir Henry Vernon (1441-1515) thrived under the
reign of Henry Tudor (VII). Vernon married Anne
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coat of arms. It is somewhat speculative, but
tempting, to think that Prince Arthur Tudor would
have enjoyed the support and tutelage of Sir
Henry, when sharing moments together in the
studiolo with Sir Henry, acquiring the savoir faire,
skills, learning and etiquette required as the heir
apparent and as a Renaissance Prince on the
European stage. It was not to be, as the fated
prince died young, aged 15, at Ludlow,  in 1502.

Conclusion
The NE Eagle Tower:

Despite their northern gritty appearance, Haddon
Hall’s fourteenth-century buildings - the Eagle
Tower gatehouse (c. 1390) with its flanking cham-
bers underscore just how cosmopolitan and up-to-
the-minute the Haddon designs  are. The planning
and circulation of the Eagle Tower gatehouse
chambers are in emulation of magnate gatehouses
of the highest order as at Henry IV’s Lancaster. The
form suggests an awareness of college quadrangu-
lar design in the architectural highest circles.

Fig. 44. Arthur, Prince of Wales c. 1500, holding a white
gillyflower, traditionally symbolic of betrothal and purity.
This is  the earliest surviving portrait of Arthur. Anglo-
Flemish school. Private collection, Hever castle.

Haddon Hall

When Arthur was just two years old, he was
contractually betrothed to Katherine of Aragon,
youngest daughter of the joint Spanish sovereigns,
Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile. Arthur
was created Prince of Wales at the age of three in
November 1489.
In 1492, when he was aged six, following a prece-
dent set by his grandfather, Edward IV, the heir to
the English throne was sent to live at Ludlow castle
in the Welsh Marches, as President of The Council
of Wales and Marches. As the heir to England's
throne, Arthur was carefully educated. His tutors
were John Rede and the blind poet Bernard André.
Arthur was a studious child, thoughtful and
reserved. When he was about 14, Thomas Linacre,
the English humanist and physician who also
educated Erasmus, became his tutor. His governor
and treasurer was the trusted Sir Henry Vernon.
Arthur will have visited Sir Henry at Haddon regu-
larly, where there was once an apartment, called
‘The Prince’s Chamber’ decorated with Arthur’s

Fig. 43. Haddon - the NW tower. The elegantly
chamfered risers of the wide spiral stair, typical of
15th century work; e.g. Old Wardour 1390s,
Tattershall, 1440s.
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NW Entrance tower:
In the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century, new
building projects in the Lower Court created a
distinguished set of high-status residential lodging
suites, equal to anything constructed in the country
in their sophistication and was fitting accommoda-
tion for any level of aristocratic society. This culmi-
nated in the building of the imposing NW Entrance
tower, probably 1490+. Whilst sticking to a number
of time-honoured external medieval architectural
forms and conventions it was at the forefront of
design for residential comforts and spatial planning
with their stacked chamber suites, reflecting the full
range of their guests’ social standing.

Stacked lodgings /Parallel suites:
Haddon’s set of parallel suites in the NW Entrance
block were designed and configured in a similar
way to Thornbury and other magnate’s houses
accommodating the then fashionable notion of
vertical  stacked chambers. The first- and second-
floor suites could both have been labelled as
‘Great’ and ‘Inner Chamber’ when receiving visit-

Haddon Hall

Fig. 45. The moulded door surround of the second
floor ‘Great Chamber’ of the NW tower lodging
suites.

ing dignitaries; the second-floor suite for the
king/duke/earl/knight and first floor for the queen
/duchess /countess /lady as was the etiquette at
that time. These sets of chamber suites could be
reached via a private internal stair and  that both
lord and lady may have entered into the suites via
the one suitably decorated principal door, via the
octagonal turret at second-floor level, the most
prestigious entrance. The staircase  linking the two
suites could also have been used as a service stair
to attend to the needs of the occupants of either
suite, by attendants housed in an adjacent
chamber with access to the kitchens nearby.

Double Courtyard:
With perhaps the exception of Dartington Hall, it
may have been the first formally planned double-
courtyard house in the country, a form which
became the most socially prestigious plan for a
hundred years. Two courtyards, typically sepa-
rated by hall and chamber blocks of  c. 1350s,
were re-ordered in the second quarter of the
fifteenth century. The Lower Court became the
easier principal approach and the enclosing wall
was replaced by more substantial residential
ranges to reflect the changing requirements of
the ‘household’ and the expectations of greater
comfort. Crucially, all of its features and detail are
remarkably well preserved - the sequence of
lodgings for household officials and staff at differ-
ent social levels; the survival of many original
fittings: screens, ceilings; doors; wall; ceiling paint-
ings and early furnishings.

The Studiolo:
It can be seen as an English equivalent to the
early Italian Renaissance ideal of the studiolo. The
term was generally used in fifteenth- and six-
teenth-century Italy to describe a private well-
appointed domestic chamber, especially that of
a wealthy aristocrat that came to be set aside as
a place of humanist study and contemplation
admitting only one’s closest friends. Its creation
at Haddon either in the late 15th or early six-
teenth century was at the cutting edge of aristo-
cratic fashions and cultivated European culture.
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might be a possible link between the form of the
Eagle Tower gate and the Oxford/ Winchester
college quadrangular examples.
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resident Manners family - Lord and Lady Edward
Manners, who have extended such kindness and
courtesy and have shown and continue to show
great interest in the results of our surveys. Also,
we need to thank the staff at Haddon who have
all gone out of their way to assist and make us feel
welcome. The sharing of their knowledge has been
mutually beneficial. The study-day group was able
to look at parts of the property not usually open
to visitors, including the Eagle Tower and other
spaces in the Upper Court along the east and south
wings, and in the Lower Court; in the chambers
over the services to the north; the West lodging
range (now the estate offices) and the private
family rooms in the NW  Entrance tower, as they
extend into the lodging suites along the north side
of the Lower Court.

This article only touches on two main structures.
There remains a lot more to write about - the Great
Hall, the Parlour and Great Chamber above, the
Chapel, the Smythson Long Gallery. All the
conclusions here stated are provisional  and we look
forward to returning to Haddon in better times.

¹ For the most recent overviews of the whole
development of Haddon Hall see the valuable
studies by Faulkner (1961), Pevsner, (1978)
and Emery (2000).

²  The house is constructed of coursed-rubble
grey carboniferous limestone and of yellow
Derbyshire gritstone. In the garden terrace
walls are built of dry-stone; blocks of grit-
stone, bigger and smoother, are used for the
quoins, the copings and steps. On the house
itself the bulk of the walling is rubble lime-
stone, mainly roughly coursed. For the dress-
ings - window and door frames, quoins, roof
cornices, battlements, chimney shafts - the
less intractable gritstone, which could be
shaped into much larger blocks and ashlared,
was preferred. This is not only softer but
distinctively yellow, in contrast to the pre-
dominantly grey. See A. Clifton Taylor, The
Pattern of English Buildings, 1987, 97.

³ Some of the single quadrangular courtyard
houses built in the 14th century include:

   Midlands: Bampton 1330s (Oxon); Maxstoke
1350s (War.); Shirburn 1370s (Oxon); Wingfield
(Suffolk); Minster Lovell’.

  South: Amberley (Sussex); Bodiam ((Sussex);
Farleigh Hungerford (Som.); Westenhanger
(Kent); Penshurst (Kent);

  North: Bolton  (Yorks); Ford (Northumb.);
Lumley (Dur.); Sheriff Hutton ?(Yorks.); Wressle
(Yorks).

⁴ Other commentators have suggested: Pevsner
and Williamson, 1978, 225-6, to c. 1500-1520;
W. A. Pantin preferred the late 15th century and
placed the lodgings in context, Med. Arch. 3,
(1959), 253. Maurice Howard, The Early Tudor
House (1987) 61, has credited the tower to Sir
William Coffin (d. 1538), during his guardianship
of his stepson, Sir George Vernon. W. St. John
Hope preferred Sir George Vernon (d. 1567)
Arch Journal, 71 (1914) 403.

⁵ Other double-quadrangular courtyard houses
of the fifteenth century include: Windsor,
Eltham, Knole, Penshurst, Herstmonceux,
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Ashby de la Zouch, Sudeley, Wingfield Manor,
Caister, and Croyden Palace. Currie and Rush-
ton, (2004), identified 15 high-status houses
that had developed a double-courtyard by
1450, 16 between 1450 and 1500, and 15
between 1500 and 1520. They identified a
further 7 where there was a pre-1520 double
courtyard plan, but it was not possible to
define the dating any closer.

⁶ The upper courtyard at Windsor was developed
by Edward III from the 1360s. They included two
wings of two-storey cellular lodgings by William
Wykeham. Dartington Hall (1390-1400) is a rare
survivor of courtyard lodging cells approached
by external steps. Wykeham introduced similar
designs at New College, Oxford, widely copied.

⁷ In addition to Caesar’s Tower and Guy’s Tower
Warwick castle also has a fine set of three
high-status suites of chambers within the gate-
house - See Parkyn & McNeill, 2012, 500-503.
Conceptually and spatially the Warwick gate-
house suites and the organization of space
therein is completely different to Lancaster.

8 Other guest lodging towers include: the ‘Dun-
geon Tower at Sudeley (1470s); the SW Tower
at Minster Lovell (1430-40) (Oxon); Pope’s
Tower at Stanton Harcourt (1460-70s) (Oxon);
and Compton Wynyates (1515) (Warks). They
continued, infrequently, into the sixteenth
and seventeenth century - Thame Park, Ox-
fordshire (1529-39); Canons Ashby (North-
ants) (1550)s, and Cotehele (Cornwall)
(1627).

For a complete list see Appendix Table II. They
consist of three types:
1). Solar towers,  For family use, built onto a
hall range, normally at the high end of the Hall,
physically linked to the Great Hall and other
chambers. No kitchens; three / four storeys.
2). Guest / Household Lodging, the vertical
equivalent of the courtyard lodging ranges.
They might also be gatehouse towers, (e.g.
Haddon Hall). Sometimes located in the Lower
Court, or at the corners of a quadrangular
range, e.g. Sudeley, Compton.

Haddon Hall

3). Self-contained Royal Apartments that of-
fered comfortable accommodation for the
King (or Queen) and also heightened the  the
appearance of defence along the curtain wall
(Tutbury, Warwick, Nottingham).Totally self-
contained dual defensive and/or residential
tower-houses, e.g. Raglan, Ashby-de-la-
Zouch.
Mark Girouard, Life in the English Country
House, Yale, 1978, discusses these some of
these ‘super-towers’ (Warkworth, Warwick,
Ashby, Raglan, Buckden) and offers a variety of
explanations of how they could have been
used, but is clear in rejecting the argument that
they were built to protect their owners from
untrustworthy retainers - pp. 75-77.

Postscript
‘Such was Haddon house, with its environs. And
much it is to be wished, by every lover of
antiquities, that this princely habitation may
never come so far into favour, as to be
modernized: lest the traces of ancient times and
manners, which are now so rarely preserved in
this country, any where, should be utterly lost
also here. Nothing can convey a more complete
idea of ancient modes of living, than is to be
obtained on this spot. Many great dwellings,
which formerly helped to preserve the same
ideas, are now quite razed, and gone: and
others are only heaps of ruins; so far maimed,
that it requires much attention to make out or
comprehend, what they once in any degree
were, or to understand any thing of their
original plan’ - Edward King 1782.
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Appendix: Table I: Some Fifteenth Century Courtyard Houses - single and double

Building Name County Owner/Builder  Built Licence Courtyard
Type

Mat. Bldg
Type

Farleigh Hungerford Somerset Sir Thomas Hungerford 1370-80 N- Apology double stone C

Amberley Castle Sussex Bishop William Reede 1370-85 Y(1377) Double stone C

Sheriff Hutton N. Yorkshire John Lord Neville 1380s Y (1382) Double? Stone C

Dartington Hall Devon John Holand 1388-1400 N double stone NL

Henry V (1386/7-1422)  and Henry VI’s Minority

Hampton Court Herefordshire Sir Rowland Leinthall 1420-34 Y(1434) single stone SH

Haddon Hall Derbyshire Sir Richard/Henry Vernon 1427-67 Y(1195) double stone SH

Caister Castle Norfolk Sir John Fastolf 1432-46 N double brick C

Faulkbourne Hall Essex Sir John Montgomery 1439-49 Y(1439) single brick NL

Herstmonceux Castle Sussex Sir Roger Fiennes 1440-50 Y(1441) four brick C

Baconsthorpe (Castle) Norfolk Sir John Heydon 1440-50 N double flint SH

Wingfield Manor Derbyshire Ralph, Lord Cromwell 1439-50 N double stone SH

Henry VI (1422-1471),  reigned effectively 1435 - 1461

Sudeley Castle Gloucs. Ralph Boteler 1441-58 Y(1458) double stone C

Rye House Hertfordshire Sir Andrew Ogard 1443-50 Y(1443) single brick SH

Croydon Palace Surrey Archbishop Stafford 1443-52 N double stone NL

Queens’ College Cambridge Queen Margaret  of Anjou 1446-8 N double stone N/A

Bronsil Castle Herefordshire Richard, Lord Beauchamp 1449-60 Y(1449) single stone C

Penshurst Place Kent Humphrey Stafford 1st Duke
of Buckingham

1450's Y
(1341,92)

double stone NL

Knole Place Kent Thomas Bouchier 1456 N double stone NL

Edward IV  (1442-1483), reigned 1461 - 1482  & Richard III (reign 1482/3-5)

Raglan Castle Monmouth William Herbert 1470s N double stone C

Treago (Castle) Herefordshire Sir Richard Mynors 1470 N single stone C

Ashby de le Zouch Leicestershire William, Lord Hastings 1474 Y(1474) double stone C

Kirby Muxloe (Castle) Leicestershire William, Lord Hastings 1480 Y(1474) single brick C

Grey's Court Oxfordshire Francis, Viscount Lovell 1480s Y(1347) single flint C

Oxburgh Hall Norfolk Edmund Bedingfield 1482 Y(1482) single brick SH

Henry VII (1457-1509) (reign 1485 -1509)

Cotehele Cornwall Sir Richard Edgcumbe 1485 N double stone NL

Henry VIII (1491-1547)  (reign 1509 - 1547)

Thornbury Castle Gloucs. Duke of Buckingham 1510-20 Y(1510) double stone NL

Cowdray House Sussex Sir David Owen 1520-40 Y(1533) double brick NL

Hengrave Hall Suffolk Sir Thomas Kytson 1525-38 N single stone NL

Table I.  A chronological listing, not exhaustive, of some major courtyard houses (22) newly built or substantially developed in the fifteenth
century. Of the 22 listed (inside the dotted lines), only 12 were given ‘licences  to crenellate’ during the fifteenth century. A few others had
already been licensed in earlier centuries. Building Type: (according to David Cathcart King in Castellarium Anglicanum): C- Castle; SH- Strong
House; N/A - Not applicable; NL- not listed; P - Palace.

Haddon Hall
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Appendix Table II
Fifteenth century Residential Towers, Guest Lodging Towers and  ‘Defensive’ Tower-Houses

Building Name County Owner /Builder Date built LC Tower Type F Bldg*
Type

Henry V (1386/7-1422)  and Minority

Sheen Palace Surrey King Henry V 1414 N Royal Apartments P

Greenwich Palace Surrey Duke of Gloucester 1430's N Family - Solar P

Tattershall Castle Lincolnshire Ralph, Lord Cromwell 1434-46 Y Family - Solar 4 C

Wingfield Manor (West Tower)* Derbyshire Ralph, Lord Cromwell 1439-56 Y Guest Lodging 5 SH

Henry VI (1422-1471), reigned effectively  1435 - 1460

Tower on the Moor Lincolnshire Ralph, Lord Cromwell 1440's N Hunting Lodge 4 SH

Faulkbourne Hall, NE Tower Essex Sir John Montgomery 1440's Y Family - Solar 3 NL

Maldon, Moot Hall Essex Sir Robert D'arcy 1440's N Family - Solar 3 NL

Breamore (South Charford Manor) Hampshire Sir John Popham 1440's N Family - Solar 3 NL

Paull Holme Tower Humberside John Holme 1440's N Family - Solar 3 NL

Sudeley Castle, Dungeon Tower* Gloucestershire Sir Ralph Boteler 1441-58 Y Guest Lodging ? 3 C

Boston, Rochford Tower, Lincolnshire Rochford family 1445-50 N Family - Solar 4 NL

Boston, Hussey Tower Lincolnshire Richard Benyngton 1445-60 N Family - Solar 3 SH

Hunsdon House, Hunsdon Hertfordshire Richard, Duke of York 1446-48 Y Defensive, Tower- House 4 NL

Tutbury Castle, North Tower Staffordshire Earls of Lancaster 1457-61 N Royal Apartments 4 C

Raglan Castle,(Yellow T. of
Gwent)

Monmouth-
shire

William, Lord Herbert 1460s Y Defensive s/c
Tower House

4 C

Minster Lovell Hall: SW Tower* Oxfordshire 8th Lord Lovell 1460s N Lodging Tower 4 NL

Gainsborough Old Hall Lincolnshire Sir Thomas Burgh 1460's - 85 N Family - Solar 3 NL

Edward IV  (1442-1483), reigned 1461 - 1482  & Richard III (reign 1482/3-5)

Stanton Harcourt  (Pope’s Tower)* Oxfordshire Sir Robert Harcourt 1470-71 N Lodging Twr.
over chapel

3 NL

Buckden Palace Huntingdonshire Bishops of Lincoln 1470's N Family - Residential 3 SH

Farnham Castle* Surrey William of Waynflete 1470s N Lodgings over en-
trance

3 C

Ashby de la Zouch Leicestershire William, Lord Hastings 1474-84 Y Family 4 C

Nottingham Castle Nottinghamshire King Edward IV 1476-80 N Royal Apartments 4 C

Warwick Castle, Richard III's
Tower  (Clarence & Bear)

Warwickshire King Richard III 1480-85 N Defensive, Tow-
er-House

3 C

Haddon Hall (NW Entrance Tower)* Derbyshire Sir Henry Vernon 1480-1500 Lodgings over entrance

3
NL

Ayscoughfee Hall Lincolnshire Ayscoughfee 1480s N Family - Solar 3 NL

Henry VII / VIII

Ford Palace Kent Archbishop Morton 1486-1500 N Family 3 NL

Compton Wynyates* Warwickshire The Comptons. 1510s N Guest Lodging 3 NL

Table II. Guest / Household Lodging Towers, the vertical equivalent of the courtyard lodging ranges. Five are listed
above. They might also be gatehouse towers, (e.g. Haddon Hall). Sometimes in the Lower Court, or at the corners of
a quadrangular range, e.g. Sudeley, Compton Wynyates, Haddon.

Haddon Hall
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